served the scattered

system is based on each
county’s rate and
positivity rate. The four
colors, ranging from
highest to lowest,
are purple, red,
orange and yellow.

Crews had a drop over in the
Elkhorn area for several days. Smith
said the fire is hanging up in
the South Fork area.

Crews are working to get
crews in and hand crews are in the
Bear Wallow area the fire is burning
in the heavy timber in the Val-
cine Ridge area.

Several camps, engines and
hand crews are in the
Elkhorn area, pushing along the
front’s edge to stop its pro-
gress.

There has been no
fire progression in the
Botende Creek Drainage
area for several days. Smith
said the fire is hung up in
that area, but Cal Fire is
working to get crews in
to cut it out down into
the South Fork area.

An area for Red Bluff
was expected to
remain unchanged
throughout the
day.

All evacuation orders in
the Elkhorn Fire continue
to remain in effect.

The list of services the
department no longer
will respond to includes
child custody order
violations, disorderly
conduct complaints such as
barking dogs and loud
music, annoying or
harassing phone
calls, trespassing
without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a

Sheriff Scott Jones
referred to the scattered
system in service to the
community due to
staffing

The list of services the
department no longer
will respond to includes:
child custody order
violations, disorderly
conduct complaints such as
barking dogs and loud
music, annoying or
harassing phone
calls, trespassing
without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a

#define the new four-tier blueprint for reopening
Newsom announces new four-tier blueprint for reopening

The four-tier, color-coded
system is based on each
county’s rate and
positivity rate. The four
colors, ranging from
highest to lowest,
are purple, red,
orange and yellow.

The county had a new
positivity rate of 3.5 per-
cent from Aug 12-18, accord-
ing to data collected by the
county.

The county’s case rate and
positivity rate, the four colors,
ranging from highest to lowest,
are purple, red, orange and
yellow.

Crews are working to get
crews in and hand crews are in the
Bear Wallow area the fire is burning
in the heavy timber in the Val-
cine Ridge area.

Several camps, engines and
hand crews are in the
Elkhorn area, pushing along the
front’s edge to stop its pro-
gress.

There has been no
fire progression in the
Botende Creek Drainage
area for several days. Smith
said the fire is hung up in
that area, but Cal Fire is
working to get crews in
to cut it out down into
the South Fork area.

An area for Red Bluff
was expected to
remain unchanged
throughout the
day.

All evacuation orders in
the Elkhorn Fire continue
to remain in effect.

The list of services the
department no longer
will respond to includes
child custody order
violations, disorderly
conduct complaints such as
barking dogs and loud
music, annoying or
harassing phone
calls, trespassing
without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a
responsible
party or
repeated alarms,
progress thefts or
burglaries with no
suspects,Without a